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 .Discrete k-valuations on D k with a pure transcendental field-extension of1
degree 1 as residue-field fall apart into two classes. The class containing the
discrete valuation induced by the Bernstein filtration is completely determined,
using the interplay between its valuations and the Bernstein filtration. Q 1997
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is the beginning of a study of k-valuations on the skew-field
 .D k of the first Weyl algebra. We restrict attention to discrete k-val-1
uations with the function-field of a curve as residue-field. Such valuations
 .are not induced by graded valuations on the commutative! associated
graded algebra: the valuation induced by the Bernstein filtration is essen-
tially the only one which factors over the principal symbol map. However,
there are many valuations which may be analyzed using the Bernstein
filtration. These ``compatible'' valuations are the subject of this paper; they
are completely determined and we show that they have the required
properties.
 .The study of discrete valuations on D k is important for several1
reasons:
1. it could be a valuable tool in the study of the automorphisms of
 .D k .1
2. it is important to know if valuations can play a role in noncommu-
tative geometry as important as in algebraic geometry.
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 .3. the intersection of all the discrete valuation rings of D k is1
probably a very interesting ring. Note that this intersection is certainly not
 . w xthe base field since for all F, G g D k such that F, G s 1 we have that1
 .y1  .FG is in the intersection see the beginning of Section 3 why . A
w xclosely related phenomenon occurred in 5 . Given a field-extension k : K,
 .  .then one extends the k-valuations of K to D k -valuations on D K as1 1
w x  .in 3 . The intersection of these valuation rings is a noncommutative
principal ideal domain!
The author wishes to thank F. Van Oystaeyen for suggesting this topic.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We start with a brief introduction to filtered rings; a more extended
w xaccount on this subject may be found in 2 . A filtration on a ring R
consists of additive subgroups F R of R for each n in Z such thatn
F RF R : F R for all n, m in Z. The filtration is separated ifn m nqm
F F R s 0 and exhaustive if D F R s R. We can define then ang Z n ng Z n
 .graded ring G R as follows: the underlying additive group is just
[ F RrF R. For the multiplication, we need the so-called principaln ny1ng Z
 .symbol map s : R ª G R which maps r g R to the coset of r in
 .G R s F RrF R if r g F R _ F R. The multiplication is then de-n n ny1 n ny1
 .fined by extending the following definition in a bilinear way: if a s s r1 1
 .  .and a s s r are homogeneous elements of G R of degree say n and2 2 1
n , then a a is the coset of r r in F RrF R.2 1 2 1 2 n qn n qn y11 2 1 2
Next we introduce the first Weyl algebra over an arbitrary field k; it is
 .the k-algebra A k generated by two variables X and Y which satisfy the1
relation XY y YX s 1. This algebra is a simple Noetherian domain; its
 .skew field of fractions will be denoted by D k . It is well known that each1
 .element of A k may be expressed in a unique way as a linear combina-1
tion of elements of the form X iY j. Consequently, the k-vector spaces
generated by all elements X iY j with i q j F n defines a filtration, called
 .the Bernstein filtration. The associated graded ring is the commutative
 .  .polynomial algebra in two variables X s s X and X s s Y . We will1 B 2 B
 .call an element of A k homogeneous of degree n if it is of the form1
n i nyi  . a X Y a g k . More details about the Weyl algebra may beis0 i i
w xfound in 1 .
 .Finally we recall the definition of noncommutative valuations in
 w x.  .Schilling's sense cf. 4 . A discrete k-¨ aluation on D k is a map1
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 .¨ : D k ª Z such that the following three conditions hold:1
 .  .   .  .41. ; x, y g D k : ¨ x q y G min ¨ x , ¨ y1
 .  .  .  .2. ; x, y g D k : ¨ xy s ¨ x q ¨ y1
 .3. ; x g k: ¨ x s 0
 .  .  .   .  .4It follows that if ¨ x / ¨ y , then ¨ x q y s min ¨ x , ¨ y .
Two discrete valuations ¨ and ¨ are said to be equi¨ alent if 'n, m g Z:1 2
 .  .  .n¨ x s m¨ x ; x g D k .1 2 1
 .  .A valuation on D k induces a filtration on D k :1 1
F D k s x g D k : ¨ x G yn n g Z . 4 .  .  .  . .n 1 1
  ..  .The subring F D k is the corresponding valuation ring of D k and0 1 1
  ..F D k is its unique maximal ideal.y1 1
In order to distinguish the Bernstein filtration and the filtration coming
from a valuation ¨ , we will sometimes use B and ¨ as subscript or
superscript.
3. VALUATIONS ON THE WEYL SKEW-FIELD
From now on let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
We restrict attention to discrete valuations ¨ such that the associated
  ..   ..graded ring G D k is commutative. In that case, G D k (¨ 1 ¨ 1
w y1 x   ..   ..K Z, Z where K is the residue-field; i.e., K ( F D k rF D k .0 1 y1 1
This assumption has the following immediate consequence.
 . w x.  .  .  .LEMMA 1. ; x, y g D k we ha¨e: ¨ x, y ) ¨ xy s ¨ x q ¨ y .1
 .  . Proof. s xy s s yx implies that the filtration degree deg s xy y¨ ¨ ¨
.  .  .  .yx - deg s xy , whence ¨ xy y yx ) ¨ xy .¨
 .  .In particular, since XY y YX s 1, we obtain ¨ X q ¨ Y - 0. More-
 .  .over, if ¨ X ) ¨ Y , then the automorphism which maps X to X q Y
 .  .and Y to itself reduces to the case that ¨ X s ¨ Y . Hence we assume
from now on:
¨ X s ¨ Y - 0. .  .
We aim to classify all such valuations when the residue field is k or a pure
 .transcendental extension k t of k. The first case is dealt with by an
argument pointed out to us by M. Van den Bergh.
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 .PROPOSITION 1. There are no discrete k-¨ aluations on D k with1
residue-field isomorphic to k.
 .Proof. Suppose there exists a discrete k-valuation ¨ on D k with1
residue field k. Let p denote its uniformizing parameter. If a and b are
  ..  .elements of F D k , then for each n g N are there polynomials f p0 1
 .   .. and g p with coefficients in k such that ¨ a y f p G n and ¨ b y
 ..  .  .g p G n. Since f p and g p commute, we obtain that ab y ba is in
  ..   ..F D k for each n. But F F D k s 0 and the existence of ¨yn 1 n yn 1
 .would imply that D k is commutative; clearly a contradiction.1
 .On the other hand, there exist discrete valuations on D k with a pure1
transcendental extension of k of degree 1 as residue-field. For instance,
  .  .the valuation induced by the Bernstein filtration ¨ x s ydeg s xB
 ..  .; x g D k is an example. This valuation factors over s : D k ª1 B 1
 .k X , X and is essentially the only one with this property.1 2
 .PROPOSITION 2. If ¨ is a discrete k-¨ aluation on k X , X such that ¨1 2
 .composed with s is a nontri¨ ial discrete k-¨ aluation on D k , then ¨ (s is1
equi¨ alent to the ¨aluation induced by the Bernstein filtration.
 .  .  .Proof. Let a and b be elements of D k with deg s b - deg s a ,1 B B
  ..   ..    ..   ..4   ..then ¨ s a s ¨ s a q b G min ¨ s a , ¨ s b and if ¨ s aB B B B B
  ..   ..   ../ ¨ s b , then equality holds, i.e., ¨ s a - ¨ s b . In particular, ifB B B
 .a is a homogeneous element of k X , X of strictly negative degree, then1 2
 .  .¨ a G 0. It follows that ¨ x s 0 for each homogeneous element x
 .  .   ..of degree zero. If a g D k and deg s a s n, then ¨ s a s1 B B
  yn.  n..   ..¨ s aY s Y s 0 q n¨ s Y . We conclude that ¨ ( s sB B B B
  ..¨ s Y deg s .B B
 .Let ¨ be a discrete k-valuation on D k with associated graded ring1
 .w y1 x  .  .k t Z, Z and with ¨ X s ¨ Y - 0. The valuation-filtration induces a
  ..  .filtration on G D k s k X rX :B 1 0 1 2
F ¨ G D k . . .i B 1 0
s F ¨ D k l F B D k r F ¨ D k l F B D k . .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .i 1 0 1 i 1 y1 1
This filtration is clearly exhaustive but not necessarily separated.
  ..LEMMA 2. The filtration on G D k induced by the ¨aluation-B 1 0
 .filtration on D k is separated m the following property holds:1
s x s 1 « ¨ x F 0. .  .B
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 . ¨    .. .Proof. If s x is nonzero and belongs to F F G D k ,B ng N yn B 1 0
 .  .  .  .  .then there exists an y in D k such that s x s s y and ¨ y ) ¨ x .1 B B
Consequently, yrx has a strictly positive value and is mapped to 1 by s .B
 .  .  .Conversely, if there is an x in D k with s x s 1 and ¨ x ) 0, then1 B
¨    .. .for all n g N we have that 1 is in F G D k since we can writeyn B 1 0
n n .1 s 1 y x q x .
¨    .. .The proof actually shows that F F G D k is either 0 orng N yn B 1 0
  ..  .G D k itself. A discrete k-valuation ¨ on D k which satisfies theB 1 0 1
 .  .condition s x s 1 « ¨ x F 0 will be said to be compatible with theB
Bernstein filtration.
4. VALUATIONS COMPATIBLE WITH THE
BERNSTEIN FILTRATION
The purpose of this section is a complete determination of the valua-
tions compatible with the Bernstein filtration.
 .PROPOSITION 3. A discrete k-¨ aluation ¨ on D k , compatible with the1
Bernstein filtration, is completely determined by its restriction to the subfield
 y1 .  .k XY of D k .1
Proof. Note that a valuation is completely determined by its restriction
 .  .to A k . We first show then that the valuation of an element F g A k is1 1
precisely the minimum of the valuations of its homogeneous components.
 .Write an element F of A k as F q F , where F is homogeneous of1 1 2 1
 .  .  .degree deg s F and deg s F - deg s F . It suffices to show thatB B 2 B
 .   .  .4  .¨ F s min ¨ F , ¨ F . From s FrF s 1 and the valuation being1 2 B 1
 .  .compatible with the Bernstein filtration, we obtain that ¨ F F ¨ F ,1
 .   .  .4whence ¨ F s min ¨ F , ¨ F . It follows that the valuation is deter-1 2
mined by its values on homogeneous elements.
If F is a homogeneous element of degree n, say F s n a X iY ny i,is0 i
yn n i yi  y1 .then FY s  a X Y is not in k XY but we claim that it has theis0 i
n  y1 . i  y1 .same value as G s  a XY which is an element of k XY . If, foris0 i
 yn .  .  yn .instance, ¨ FY were strictly larger than ¨ G , then s FY rG s 1B
 yn .  .  .and ¨ FY rG ) 0, contradicting our assumption. Finally, ¨ F s ¨ G
 .q n¨ Y and the proof is finished.
 y1 .  .Write T s X rX . Then k XY is isomorphic to k T . The discrete1 2
k-valuations on such a pure transcendental field correspond to the full
 .  .projective line. However since we assumed that ¨ X s ¨ Y , the valua-
 .  .  .tion induced on k T by ¨ also denoted by ¨ satisfies ¨ T s 0. Hence ¨
  .  ..is either the trivial valuation ¨ x s 0 ; x g k T or ¨ measures the
multiplicity of some fixed nonzero element a g k. If the restriction of ¨ to
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 .k XrY is the trivial valuation, then ¨ is just equivalent to the valuation
 .  .  .associated to the Bernstein filtration: ¨ x s ydeg s x ¨ Y ; x gB
 .A k . Let us exclude this well-known valuation. It follows then from the1
 .  .proposition that ¨ is determined by three parameters: p s ¨ X s ¨ Y
 .  4  4g Z _ N, q s ¨ XrY y a g N _ 0 , where a g k _ 0 is the third pa-
rameter. Given such three parameters, there exists at most one discrete
 .  .k-valuation ¨ on D k compatible with the Bernstein filtration such that1
 .  .  .¨ X s ¨ Y s p and ¨ XrY y a s q. If ¨ exists, then it is to be
calculated in the following way:
 .  . ni if F is in A k and F s  F represents its decomposition1 is0 i
 .   . < 4into homogeneous elements, then ¨ F s min ¨ F i s 0, . . . , n .i
 .  .  .ii if F g A k is homogeneous of degree n, then ¨ F s np q1
  ..  .w y1 x¨ s F q where ¨ is the graded k-valuation on k T X , X sucha B a 2 2
 .  .that ¨ X s 0 and ¨ T y a s 1.a 2 a
Note that one could also define the value of a homogeneous element F
X   .. X  .w y1 xas ¨ s F , where ¨ is the graded valuation on k T X , X sucha B a 2 2
X  . X  .that ¨ T y a s q and ¨ X s p. Although the latter definition isa a 2
more conceptual, we prefer the former since it is more convenient in the
coming proofs.
We now determine for which choices of the parameters p, q, and a the
map ¨ defined as above is indeed a discrete valuation.
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Let ¨ : D k ª Z be defined by i and ii . If q F yp,1
 .then ¨ is indeed a discrete k-¨ aluation on D k .1
Proof. It suffices to check the rules on elements F, G of the Weyl
algebra. Let us start with the sum-rule. If F and G are homogeneous of
 .   .  .4different degrees, then ¨ F q G s min ¨ F , ¨ G by definition. If F, G
are homogeneous of the same degree, say n, such that F q G / 0, then
 .   ..   .  ..¨ F q G s np q ¨ s F q G q s np q ¨ s F q s G q G np qa B a B B
   ..   ..4   .  .4min ¨ s F , ¨ s G q s min ¨ F , ¨ G . The case that F and Ga B a B
are inhomogeneous follows easily from this.
For the product-rule, we start again with F and G homogeneous, say
F s n a X iY ny i and G s m b X iY my i. The product FG has theis0 i is0 i
mq n i j iyj.  .  .form   c X Y . Let s F s f , s G s g, and h sis0 js0 j, i B B
mq n i j iyj.  c X X . These are elements of the polynomial algebrais0 js0 j, i 1 2
w x  w x.k X , X . It is well known cf. 1 that1 2
r k k1 ­ f ­ gkh s y1 , . k kk! ­ X ­ X2 1ks0
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? . @where r is n q m r2 ,
i
j iyj¨ FG s min ¨ c X Y i s 0, . . . , m q n .  j , i 5 /js0
i
j iyjs min ip q ¨ s c X Y q i s 0, . . . , m q na B j , i 5 / /js0
k k­ f ­ g
s min n q m y 2k p q ¨ q k s 0, . . . , r . a k k 5 /­ X ­ X2 1
s ¨ F q ¨ G . .  .
The last equality holds since for all k s 1, . . . , r :
­ k f ­ k g
¨ G ¨ f y k q ¨ g y k . .  .a a ak k /­ X ­ X2 1
In general, if F s n F and G s m G , then let k and l be maximalis0 i is0 i
 .  .  .  .  .such that ¨ F s ¨ F and ¨ G s ¨ G . Consequently, ¨ FG Fk l
 kq l .  .  .  .¨  F G s ¨ F G s ¨ F q ¨ G . The other inequality is clearjs0 j kqlyj k l
i .  .  .from ¨  F G G ¨ F q ¨ G ; i s 0, . . . , k q l.js0 j iyj
 .It follows from the proof that if q ) yp then the map defined by i and
 .ii is not a valuation. So suppose from now on that q F yp and let ¨ be
 .  .the corresponding valuation defined by i and ii . Its associated graded
ring is indeed commutative.
 . w x.  .  .THEOREM 2. ;F, G g D k : ¨ F, G ) ¨ F q ¨ G .1
Proof. It suffices to show this when F and G are homogeneous
 . n i nyi m i myielements of A k , say F s  a X Y and G s  b X Y . Write1 is0 i is0 i
i j  .  .FG y GF s  c X Y and let s F s f , s G s g and h si, j i, j B B
i j w x c X X . Again it follows from 1 thati, j i, j 1 2
r k k k k1 ­ f ­ g ­ f ­ gkq1h s y1 y , . k k k k /k! ­ X ­ X ­ X ­ X1 2 2 1ks1
? . @where r is n q m r2 . Whence
¨ FG y GF s min n q m y 2k p .  .
k k k k­ f ­ g ­ f ­ g
q¨ y q k s 1, . . . , r .a k k k k 5 /­ X ­ X ­ X ­ X1 2 2 1
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But
­ k f ­ k g ­ k f ­ k g
¨ y ) ¨ f q ¨ g y 2k .  .a a ak k k k /­ X ­ X ­ X ­ X1 2 2 1
and consequently
¨ FG y GF ) ¨ F q ¨ G . .  .  .
Finally we have to show that the residue-field is a pure transcendental
extension of k of degree 1.
 .THEOREM 3. If q F yp, then the residue-field is isomorphic to k t with
 . l k  .t s XrY y a Y , where k yp s lq is the least common multiple of yp
and q.
 .  .Proof. Let us first show that ¨ x s 0 for all x in k t . As k is
 .algebraically closed, we merely have to show that ¨ t y b s 0 for all
 .b g k. Clearly, ¨ t y b G 0. The leading homogeneous term of t y b is
equal to that of t, which is
l
ly il i kyiya X Y . .  /i
is0
It follows that at least one of the homogeneous terms of t y b has value 0
 .and, hence, that ¨ t y b s 0.
 .  .  .Given f , g g A k such that ¨ f s ¨ g , we have to show that there1
 .  y1 .exists h g k t with ¨ g f y h ) 0. Clearly, we may assume that f is
homogeneous and we now show that it is even sufficient to prove this when
 .g is homogeneous; take F, G in A k such that fG s gF, i.e., such that1
y1 y1  .g f s FG . We are then able to find a homogeneous element a in A k1
 .  .  .  .such that ¨ a s ¨ G s ¨ F . If there are F and G in k t such that1 1
 y1 .  y1 . y1 y1 y1¨ Fa y F ) 0 and ¨ Ga y G ) 0, then g f y F G s g fG1 1 1 1 1
. y1y gF G equals1 1
gy1 g Fay1 y F y f Gay1 y G Gy1 .  . .1 1 1
 y1 y1.  .  .  .and, consequently, ¨ g f y F G ) y¨ g q ¨ g y ¨ G s 0.1 1 1
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 .So we may suppose that f , g are homogeneous elements of A k with1
 .  .¨ f s ¨ g . We have
¨ f s deg s f p q ¨ s f q .  .  . .B a B
¨ g s deg s g p q ¨ s g q. .  .  . .B a B
  .  .. .   ..The integer deg s f y deg s g yp s ¨ s frg q is then a com-B B a B
mon multiple of yp and q, whence there exists an n in Z such that
nk s deg s f y deg s g .  .B B
nl s ¨ s frg . . .a B
 . yn k .  .nl  .  .  .  .Then s frg Y s T y a h T with h T g k T and g s h aB
/ 0.
 .  n.  n.   . .If s frg / s g t , then ¨ frg y g t s nkp q ¨ h T y g T yB B a
.nl.a q ) nkp q nlq s 0.
 .  n.If s frg s s g t , then we may assume that g s 1 and n g N. It isB B
lnn ln lnyi i k nyi .clear that t is equal to  ya X Y plus terms whichis0  /i
lnlnhave a strictly positive value. Moreover, since both f and is0  /i
 . lnyi i k nyiya X gY are homogeneous and have the same image under the
principal symbol map, they must be equal. Modulo terms with value strictly
 .  .larger than ¨ f s ¨ g , we obtain then
ln
lnyilnn i k nyif y gt s ya X , g Y . .  /i
is0
m myj j w i xIf g s  a X Y , then X , g equalsjs0 j
 4min i , jm i! jk myjqiyk jyka y1 X Y . . j  / /ki y k ! .js0 ks1
 n minln, m4 .  .  .Consequently, ¨ f y gt y  R ) ¨ f s ¨ g , whereks1 k
ln i!k lnyilnR s y1 ya .  .k  /i i y k ! .isk
=
m j my jqiyk k nyiqjyka X Y . j  / /kjsk
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 .We then calculate ¨ R :k
ln i!lnyiln iyk¨ R s kn q m y 2k p q ¨ ya T q .  .  .k a  / /i i y k ! .isk
m jk myjq ¨ y1 a T q. . a j  / /kjsk
The first value we need to know is ln y k since we recognize the k th
 . lnderivative of T y a . The second value equals
m1 j!k yjy1¨ y1 a T . a j /k! j y k ! .jsk
m
yjy1s ¨ a k y j y 1 ??? yj q 1 yj T .  .  .a j /
jsk
k md
ky jy1s ¨ a Ta jk  / /dT js0
m
yjG ¨ a T y k s ¨ s g y k . . .a j a B /
js0
Finally, we obtain that for all k,
¨ R G ¨ g y 2k p q q , .  .  .k
 .which is strictly larger than ¨ g if p q q - 0. Consequently, if p q q - 0,
 n.then ¨ frg y t ) 0.
 .  n.The case that p q q s 0 and s frg s s t will be proved byB B
induction on n. Note that t s X y a Y and k s l s 1.
 .  .If n s 0, then s f s s g and, consequently, f s g since both f andB B
g are homogeneous.
 .  n.Suppose that s frg s s t . The previous calculation shows thatB B
n y1 minn, m4 .  .frg y t s g  R plus terms with strictly positive value . Weks1 k
 .  y1 .can find for each k a g g k t such that ¨ g R y g ) 0, either byk k k
 y1 .  ny2 k .  4induction if s g R s s b t for some b g k _ 0 , or by the firstB k B
 y1 .  ny2 k .  4part of the proof if s g R / s b t for any b g k _ 0 . Finally,B k B
n minn, m4  .t q  g g k t andks1 k
 4min n , mf
n¨ y t q g ) 0. k / /g ks1
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